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INCLUSION KINDER6ARTEN: A PILOT PROGRAM

Kerry Riddle-O'Connor, M.A.

California State University San Bernardino, 1991

A pilot program in a traditional kindergarten that included
eight severely handicapped students learning and working

cooperatively with their regular education peers on a full time
basis is described in this project. Two teachers, a special
education teacher and a regular education teacher, combined

their classes to form the inclusion kindergarten.
The utilization of team teaching techniques, cooperative
learning strategies and the support of administrators and

specialists in the Inclusion kindergarten produced a model
program in which handicapped students and regular education
students acquired appropriate social skills and increased their
academic potential.
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Introduction

For seyeralyears, parents artd special education teachers

students schooled in regular classrooms along wAith regular!
education students. In addition, according to Puhlic Law
94-142, handicapped students have a legal right to go to their

However,the norrn in most districts is^5

segregated

schooiing for the most severe learning and physical
disabilities, whiie tnore moderat^

students are

on regular education school sites in separate classrooms.
Clearly there is a need for school districts to develop

project addresses that need by presenting a pilot nrdgram for

regular kindergartjen classrpom.

students with regular education students is to place both in

one classroom with most special services to Students being
performed directly in the classroom; Before integration can be
successful, pilot programs such as the one presented here need

Elementary in San Bernardino. That program,the focus of this

project, is a kindergarten classroorn in which regular

and work tdgether, A regular education teacher and a special

are

utilized in the classroom. Also described are: methods for the

joint planning of activities, examples of behavior modification
techniques,the use Of instructional aides, and the support

it is difficult for many administrators, teachers, and
students to be accepting of special-needs students in their

schools and classroomSv Fears exist abOut how to manage a

special education student while still being accountable for the
academic progress of the others. Although the pilot program
was conducted in a kindergarten classroom, most of the

techniques described are applicable to other grade levels.
Teachers who are willing to accommodate,compromise and

accept changes will recognize that Integrated schooling is
possible at all grade levels and Is one way to fulfill their legal
obligation.

Literature Review

Most changes in schooling for students with learning and
physical handicaps have taken place over the last twenty

years. These changes are attributed to educators' and parents'
belief in equal schooling for students with handicaps. Many
special educators and parents believe that equal schooling can

be achieved through an integrated approach, while others
believe that schooling is equal even if the students are on
separate school sites. The following sections explain the

current trends in special education and the legal obligations
associated with schooling special education students. The
viewpoints of proponents and opponents of integrating special

education students with regular educatipn studonts will also
be examined.

PL 94-142 and the Least Restrictive Environment

A review of the literature indicates that prior to 1975,

schooling for severely handicapped children took place mainly
in residential schools(Wiederholt,1989), while chiIdren with

mild or less severe handicaps remained in regular classrooms

-Ross,

1989). The separate schooling of Ghtldren with severe

■as-'

hethgciiscrtminatPry CCorrlgan, 1978). After hiahyy
court battles, siathback and Stainback (l985) write:
Because of the growing natiohal Concern for the
education of all ChiIdren experiencing handicaps, in 1975

94-142, mahdatihg a free and appropriate educatIon for

environrhertt: {LRE] fp. 8).

Since the Passage of

the Education for All

Handicapped Children Act, students with moderate learning

handicaps cbntmue tobe educated in the regular classroom.

instruction in specific academic areas. Some special

education students are on regular school campuses, but they

are th separate G

a special education teacher.

They sometimes go to a regular class for certain activities
(Gaylord-Ross, 1989). However,even with the progress to
equally educate all handicapped children, Glangreco(1989)
reports "A significant number of students Identified as
severely disabled continue to be educated in separate,

handicapped-^only schools or^^^

variations on this theme..."

(p. 139). The LRE provision of PL 94-142 Is very specific.

Brady, McDougall, and Dennis(1989)summarize the legislate
"That to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped
children, including children In public and private Institution
or other care fac11111es, are educated w 1th ch11dren who are

not handicappedv.,"(p. 44). The LRE In most cases concerning
handicapped children of all types Is the regular education
classrobm. There must be justification If other sites are used

Instead of the regular classroom (Brady et al., 1989; Corrigan,
1978; Stalnback et al, 1985).

Prompted by the LRE mandate,a progressive trend is
being establls^^^h^^

a regular class program for all

students XFalvey, 1989^ 6iangreco, 1989; Reynolds, Wang, and

Walberg, 1987; Stainback and Stalnback, 1984, 1985; 1999;
Wlederholt, 1989; and Will, 1986). If this is tbe future tre^^

it is essential to identify the terms used by special educators
to facilitate a regular classroom experience for handicapped
students. The most common terms used for educating special
education students with regular education students are

Integratidn a^

in addition, a new emphasis

has brought a new term: inclusion. All three terminologies
pertain to mixing special education students with regular

education students. In the following section it is evident the
terminologies being defined are not equal in meaning or intent.

Integration. Malnstreaminq and Hicluston
In special education, integration is defined as putting a

special education class on a regular education campus while
mainstreaming is defined as putting special education
students into a regular education classroom for a period of
time during the day(Falvey ,1989; Sailor, Anderson, Halydrsen,

Dbering, Filler, W Goetz, 1989). In contrast. Inclusive
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schooling for students with handicaps is explained In this
passage by Stalnback et al.(1990):
Inclusive schooling Is related to, but different from the

movement to Integrate or mainstream students with
disabilities Into their regular neighborhood schools.
Integration and/or malnstreaming Is the process of

having students with disabilities(who have been

excluded)become an Integral part of the mainstream of
their schools. Inclusive schools do not focus on how to

assist any particular category of students,such as those
classified as disabled, fit into the mainstream. Instead

the focus Is on how to operate supportive classrooms and

schools that Include and meet the needs of everyone
(p. 4).

Chris LeRoy, a special education program specialist with San
Bernardino City Unified School District, further emphasizes

the differences between being integrated, malnstreamed and
Included. He stated, in a personal communication that the

placement of special education students on the regular

education campus has been fmplemented jo
phase was the placement ofstudents oh a teg^^
campus. This is known as 1ntegrat1on. An exaimple of

peers would interact,

approach," sometimes referred to as mainstreaming, In which

flag salute, etc., and then they wept back to their special
education classroom. The third phase Is the "inclusive

commitmentwherein special education stpdents are made a

been tpWard an Inclusive commitmeht, most proponents of

inclusion agree that it has been a long and tedious process to
5, and
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(Reynolds et al, 1987; Stainback et al., 1985; and Will, 1986).

In most school districts the LRE mandate continues to go
substantially unfulfilled. As Will(1986)states:"At the heart

of the special education approach is the presumption that

students with learning problems cannot be effectively taught
in regular education programs even with a variety of support"
(p. 412). While there are many proponents of inclusive
schooling, obviously not all special education advocates would

agree that disabled children belong on an inclusion oriented
campus. The next section examines both perspectives.
PersDectives on tftcliislon of Special Ed Students

Since the passage of PL 94-142, many prpgressive
techniques have been implemented in special education. Wi11

(1986)states that in the last 10 years special education has
practiced individualized instruction, has included parents in

the decision making process concerning their children's

education/ has begun to educate previously unserved severely
handicapped children and has promoted improvements for

millions of others. Laurence Lieberman(1985),a major
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opponent of total Inclusion of handicapped students on
nonhandlcapped sites,feels that the uniqueness of special

education will be lost If the goal Is to Include all handicapped

children in a regular education environment. He states,"... the

major^^d^^^^^^

regular and special education Is that

In regular education, the system dictates the curriculum; In
special education, the child dictates the curriculum"(p. 514);

This point of view reflects one of the major concerns of some
special education advocates about attempts at total Inclusion.

There are two other major types of objections to total
Inclusion of disabled students In the regular education
classroom. First, a perception exists among opponents to
inclusion that the needs of the special education student will

not be effectively met In the regular education classroom.
These needs Include Intensive academic Instruction at the

student's level and more direct adult supervision and contact
(Goates, 1989; Lleberman, 1985;^

J
expldltatlon pf hahdicapped^c^^

1989).

fear of social rejection or
by their nonhandlcapped
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peers. This fear has caused

adults to resist attempts to

Mtegrate their handlGapped Children(Falvey, 1989; Fox, 1989;

Sailor et at; 190); As LiehermanX l 9(90)states,"Decisions

shouldM haseci# the needs of Indiyldu^^^^

However,

total reJeetldn tQ includingspecial education students on
regular education campuses Is not the intent of some

opponents, they are maih

with protecting the

weifafe ofthe handlcpped students and preserving the quality
of their Instruction.

the safety and educational

advances of the handicapped child may be all it takes to
convince some opponents of inclusion that the benefits of total

Inclusion outweigh the harm.
Proponents of inclusion have ascertained that

academically, students In integrated settings have a tendency
to learn more than when isolated. Falvey(1989),Stainback et
al.(199())i and Voel^

all agree that when given the

proper guidance from adults,students can learn to rely on each
other's strengths and differences as they learn to work
together. Learning to communicate, understand and respect
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one another promotes a sensitivity to individual differences
and builds friendships.

Proponents of integrating handicapped children with
their nonhandicapped peers argue that both groups actually
develop positive attitudes and social interactions. Falvey
(1989) writes:

If students with severe handicaps are to become
interdependent and productive members of their

community, it is crucial that they and their

nonhandicapped peers learn to function together
throughout their educational years. Individuals with and
without severe handicaps must be provided with
opportunities to develop the skills and attitudes that are
crucial for successful interactions both now and in the

future(p. 321).

Studies have been cited that suggest inclusion promotes
positive attitudes, and opportunities to socialize,

communicate, and demonstrate age-appropriate behaviors
(Berryman, 1989; Sailor et al., 1989; and Voeltz, 1983). There
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Is little statistical support for the idea that inclusion is

harmful to the students with handicaps(Falvey, 1989).
If the eventual goal is to educate all students in regular

classrooms, major changes in instructional techniques must
occur to accommodate the special learning needs of special

education students. Some suggestions given in the literature
include spending more time on interactive and cooperative

learning activities(Baker and Zigmond, 1990; Stainback et al.,

1990; Wiederholt, 1989). Another suggestion is using the
resource teacher and special education teachers as
consultants to the classroom teacher(Coates, 1989; Donaldson

and Christiansen, 1990). Collaboration with other specialists
on campus should take place in the classroom so students

spend their time in class(Adamson, Cox and Schuller, 1989;

Stainback, Stainback and Harris, 1989). A final suggestion is

to implement cooperative or team teaching situations in which

both the regular education teacher and the special education
teacher are jointly present in the classroom (Falvey, 1989;

Stainback et al., 1989; Stainback et al., 1990). Changing
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Inelude allstudents ort a regular

teacher's attltud^s"(I3arver-Plnhas and Schmelfetn, 1^99;

regular edUGatien classroorn, a pilot program for the San

Bernardino City linifie<l School District was initiated by a
was

implemented in September of 1990. An understanding and
progressive principalat the school was willm

low the

pilot program to be in a kindergarten classroom at his site. A

school Were willing to combine their talents and classrooms

to pilot the inclusive kindergarten program.
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The Pilot Program

The kindergarten pilot program has m

elernehts as a typical lialf-day kindergart^^^

of the same

in this

chapter the pilot program is described. Sect

explain the process of selecting severe handicapped children
;fpf the Glassiteam teachihg techniques being utilized, and

shared responsib

used in teaching the class and managing

behavioral problems. Also described are classroom activities

designed to facilitate positive interactions among all the
students, and the use of support personnel in the classroom
setting.

TO facilitate change in the special education inclusionary
policies of a school district a district level administrator

lYiult ihiliate^

1989). The district level

administrator responsible for the inclusion kindergarten at

Cypress was Chris LeRoy,a special education program
specialist. Mr. LeRoy was given permission to set up ah

inclusion classroom by the director of special education for
San Bernardino City Unified School District.
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Cypress school was selected as the pilot site because It

}s "School Based

fundihg for different programs

may be combined for use In at-rlsk grade levels. Greater

fleklblllty In using school funds allows Individu^^

to

be more innovative with t^ use of personnel and programs.
Cypress also had several special education classes already

functioning on campus which meant a special education
teacher would not have to be transferred from another school

to fill the position of the special education teacher In the pilot
program.

The special education program director contacted the

school site principal and the teacher of a severely handicapped
special education class on campus. He presented his Idea for

establishing an Incluslonary kindergarten that would combine

the strengths of a regular education teacher and a special
education teacher In a team teaching classroom. Support from

both was readily given.

the special education teacher contacted the kindergarten
teacher and asked her If she would be Interested In setting up
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the pilot program In her classroom. The kindergarten teacher
thought the program was a good Idea, and felt she and the
special education teacher would be able to team teach

together. The kindergarten teacher also realized that because
It was an experimental program there may have been
difficulties to work out, but she was willing to take the
chance.

The program director and the principal filled out a state
waiver so that the special education teacher could teach

regular education students(see the Appendix for a copy of the

waiver). The waiver outlines the reasons and objectives for
having the special education teacher teach In a regular

education classroom with regular education students.
Student Selection and Enrollment Process

The selection team consisted of the special education

program director and the school psychologist. They considered
several factors when selecting severely handicapped students
for the Inclusion kindergarten program. First, the child must
qualify for needing Intensive services from specialized
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personnel,such as a speech therapist, psychologist or an
adapted physical eclucatton teacher, and have at least a 50%

developmentai delay ih one or more areas such as1anguage,
cognitive', or physical delays. Parental interest in an

integrated option rather than other classrooms that are more

restrictive was also cohsldered. In addition, the handicapped

studentsshould Pe minimal1y habit trained,such as able to
feed themselves, and tbiiet trained. ChiIdren with extreme
behavior problems or those not able to communicate their

school the first day of the 1990--91 school year. These

entire year. Five more severel^rPandicapped children were
added at various intefvals to the rolls. Most of these students'

before enrolling their child in the program. All of the special

buses to the school. To date, there are eight severely
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in the

teachers and two ihstructtona] aid6s. th normal ratio at the
schooI is dhe teachertor every 13studehts and one speciaI

education teacher^every 10 special education students in
the primary grades.
Curriculum and Instruction

The curriculum for the pilot program is literature and
manipulative based. This is the standard curriculum that all

regular kindergartens in the district fol1ow. The kindergarten

and the McCraCkens. The math program is Math Their Wav.

Sdcially, the goals are to have the students learn to talk

courteously to others, work and play cooperatively, begin to

develop the abilities to be honest, kind, and sympathetic, ahd
to develop sensitivity to others' needs and differences. A
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pilot program.

The jdea of using two teachers In a team situation, to
utilize their teaching strengths for the benefit of the
students, is not new to education. However, more special

education personnel are seeing the benefits of teaming with
regular education teachers to facilitate Inclusion. Falvey
(1989), and Stalnback et al. (1990)have described the

potential advantages of combining the strengths of a regular
education teacher and a special education teacher In one

classroom, these advantages Include: the potential for
Individualized Ihstruction, lower group size and higher
teacher/Student ratio, flexibility in Instruction
responsibilities, collaborative efforts at diagnosing problems
and implementlhg behavior modlfIcatlon techniques, and the

opportunity to learn from each other. In addition to the
benefits listed In the literature, the two teachers in the pilot

program have developed a frlendshIp that extends beyond the
classroom.

At the beginning of each month, the pilot team plans one
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or two themes that will be used as a focus for Integrating the
curriculum. Each week both teachers work together to develop

lesson plans. They decide what literature will be focused on
and then plan activities associated with the literature and

theme. i|there is a particular subject one of the team
members woMld like to teach, it is agreed that person will
present the lesson. Usually, both teachers will take turns at

whole group instruction throughout each day.
For example, if one teacher conducts the opening

activities which Include the flag salute, attendance, calendar

activities, and reading a story,then the other teacher would
prepare for the language activities. When the children are

divided into their language groups, all four staff members,two
teachers and two aides are each responsible for a small group.
The two teachers present the lessons, and the aides are

responsible for reinforcing what was taught. When It is time
for the students to reassemble on the carpet as a whole group,

then one teacher conducts the whole group lesson while the
other is preparing for the next set of activities.
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There Is not a strict rotation of duties. Many times one
teacher will work with an individual student or need to

communicate with a parent or other school personnel, so on a

day to day basis, the duties do not always divide evenly. For
success it is critical that both teachers be very flexible and

cooperative. These qualities are essential for team teaching
to be successful.

Daily Schedule And Routines

Two instructional aides assist with classroom

instruction in the pilot program. The six hour aide is trained

in special education. A four hour aide is provided by the school

for every primary classroom on campus. This is the only
classroom on campus with two aides. Funding for the six hour
aide is through special education while the four hour aide is

funded through the school's budget. During the morning hours
when no children are present, the six hour aide works on room

environment, prepares materials for activities, and does
general organizing of the room.
The four hour aide arrives one half hour before the
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students, Slie calculates mil^

homework

to their ChiId at home. She keeps the earthquake packet up to
date with a name card for each student,and sheflies student

papers; Both aides Work with the students during the
afternoon classtime, They are instructed to be with a student

students are in school.

and stress the importance of being a facilitater for social

interactions among the students. The aides ate Very
conscientious about keeping the teachers informed on how the

play time.

The typical dailV

the pilot class is as

follows:

12:10-12:30 Opening Activities These include:
attendance,flad salute. Math Their Way calfindap

activities and a story or two read to the Whole ghoup.
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The entire group is on th^ carpetfor these a^tiyitte

12:30-1:15 ifitegrated Language Arts/Social Studies

ion. The

and social studies activities such as writing, letter

recognitioni diGtation of student stories and reading
the Weekly Reader. The four groups are rotated to a

different activity each day during the week. Friday is

writing.

i:15-1:30 Story Time Another story is read to the whole

1:30-2:00 Activity Time Several activitiesare ayailabie
such as a writing center, painting, listening center,

art projects, blocks, trucks, legos and other

rnanipulatives, puzzles,science, and individual
instruction. Students have free choice during this
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time as well as an activity assignment. The maximum
number of students at one activity is eight.

2:00-2:30 Snack and Outside Play Time The students
bring a snack, and they may purchase milk to drink.

After finishing their snack, they are allowed to play
on the playground under the supervision of the aides.

2:30-2:45 Writing Each day the students help the teacher
write in the class journal. The teacher does the

writing while the students think of things to put in
the journal. This is an opportunity for the teacher to

utilize the whole language approach and review
beginning and ending sounds while she writes new and

frequently used words. After the journal is
completed, the teacher has the students echo her as
she reads what was written. Individual students will

attempt to read the journal to the group. Sometimes
the students will circle repeated words or letters
within the text.

2:45-3:15 Math and Individual Writing Every other day
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the children will work on utilizing the Math Their Wav
manipulative activities. On alternate days students
will write In their personal journals. Each child has a
Journal that Is his or her own to write whatever he or
she wishes. To save pages and time, the pages are
dated and students are limited to the front and back

side of a page. The students usually draw a picture
and write a word or two. When the students complete

their writing,they take their Journals to a teacher or
aide. The teacher or aide discusses the student's work

and responds to the student by writing on their

Journal page.

3:15-3:30 Closing Activities Generally during this time
a teacher reads a story, sings a few songs and

prepares for going home.
Reasons for varying from the routine would be the usual
Interruptions that occur at all schools such as assemblies, fire
and earthquake drills, and fleldtrlps. It has been found that
the students function better In the classroom with a set
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rGutine and that some students become upset when an activity
Is missed or deleted from the schedule.

FacHttatlng interaction

Simply putting special education students Into a

classroom with regular education students and hoping they
will Interact Is not enough. There may be students who are
tentative about working and ptaylng with other students. It Is
the teacher's responsibility to facilitate the interactions

among the students. Hani1ne(1985), Falvey C 1989)and
Stalnback et al.(1990) stress that direct Instruction In

appropriate social interactions and reinforcement of proper
behaviors be a Structured elementIn the classroom.

The students need opportunities to Interact with each

other and practice the social skills they are learning. Giving

the students plenty of activity choices throughout the day sets
up situations for the teachers to positively reinforce good

social behaviors and to encourage decision making.
in the pilot classroom there are five tables that the

students sit at when doing seatwork. Each student Is assigned
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to a table The tables are represented by a cplor. The seating

capabilities are represented at each table; For example at

yellow tab1e there are two special education students^ two

assistance,and three average to low students who may need

adult supervision to stay on task. The rest of the class is

spread out similarly at the other four tables. The independeht

In addition, as a result of this arrangement,some of the
regular education students have "naturally" iearned how to

teachers however, make an efforthot toset up "helping"

situations, but refer to it as wprkihg'Cooperatively" with each

other. It is important not to give students the impression that
they need help, but rather that they are just as important as

occur naturally throughout the school day. Time is scheduled
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to discuss with individual students appropriate ways to ask
for something from another student or teacher. When
argumehts arise between

either special education or

any of the Others, students are as^^ how that situation could

have been better handled, and the teachers elicit appropriate
answers from them.

When students display appropriate behaviors, the
teachers intervene with verbal reinforcements such as "You

two are sure working well^t
with your friends''

or "isn't it nice to share
interventions need to be

stated daily by the teachers and aides. As mentioned earlier,

it is important to be careful not to make any student feel that
they ate inferior, falvey(1989)states that teachers should

''Facilitate 'reciprocal' rather than 'helping' interactions"

(p.337). Expre

"Thank you for helping him with

his work,'' may sound innocent, but the message the student

who is receiying the help^^^^h^

is one of needing help rather

than being a helper.

Gccasiohally, studehts utilize improper verbal or
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disrupttve behavior. 61ving the student time-out away from
the group is necessary. Before the student returns to the

group, one of the teachers will talk to the student about the
tnappropriateness of the action. Sometimes the student is

directed to look at the rest of the group to see if anyone else
is eKhibiting the same behavior. The student may make the
decision that the behavior was Inappropriate.
The teachers confer with one each other as needed about

how to handle a certain student or situation. For example, one

special needs student was having difficulty lining up> moving
from one activity to another and sitting with the group when it
was time. It was determined that the student needed to be

positively reinforced when displaying desired behaviors. The
guardian was cbhtacted to discuss a behavior plan.
Each day for a period of about a month, the student wore

a card on a string around her neck. A sticker was given for
each time the student moved from one activity to another,

lined up with the group or sat down with the group. If the
student failed to do these things, a sad face was drawn on the
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card. At the end of the day, if there were no sad faces on the
card, the student chose a big sticker as a reward. The card

was sent home nightly so that the guardian had a progress
report.

Eventually, the student was able to make the decision to

no longer need the card. The other students were very
sympathetic and would make an extensive effort to encourage
the student to get up, line up, or sit down. The student is now

able to make the transition from one activity to another with
very little prompting from the teachers or aides.
Collaborative Consultation

Support specialists are also part of the daily routine.
Many students in the class receive services from a speech and

language specialist, and a physical education specialist.
Stainback et al.(1990)writes "...when diverse students are

educated together in mainstream classrooms, a variety of
services will be needed to meet their needs... it will be

necessary for a variety of individuals to work together"

(p.153). The teachers of the pilot program consult weekly with
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the class.

The speech%d language specialist,for example/cofmes
to the classroom weekly and plahs a day for the next week to

give a lesson to theentire class. Usually on a Friday or a

Monday/a language 1essoh Is taught that Is congruent with the
therne being studied. Puring the lesson, the speech specia1ist

asks many questions giving all the students a reasonable

chance to answer. After a whole group lesson/the class
completes an activity at their tables. Pdring this tlme the
speech specialist talks to the students ihdiyidually; This is a
chance to informally evaluate all the students in the class.

language services.

instruction are also removed from the classroom once a week
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for half an hour by a physical education specialist. The
teacher keeps the classroom teachers Informed of the

students' progress. When the teachers asked about specific

activities for strengthening fine motor control,the physical
education teacher provided a list of activities that could he

used in the classroom and suggestions for parents to use at
home.-'., ■

The school also has a psychologist who meets regularly

with Individual students. The psychologist does not currently
work with individual students in the pilot program, but is part

of the process for selecting students for the prpgram. The
teachers regularly talk with the psychologist about student

progress..'
' - :"'^;'
Most of the collaborating with others occurs during the
morning hours when the students are not in school. The

teachers prefer not to have their teaching interrupted.
However, with two teachers in the room there is usually one
who can break away and talk briefly with an individual There

are times when groups of people, other teachers, principals,
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and parents, visit the Glass. Before they leave

questions about the prograrn.
Assessment

one way. A language arts portfolio is maintained for all
students. Samples of the student's work are maintained In the

portfdlio that show progress in writing ski1is, drawing,
dictating stories^and Student selected materials^^^^

education Students. These records are also kept in the
student's portfolio.

assessmenttest With the speclai needs students. Although
this test Is not required, It can be used to compare their

progress with the regular education Students' progress: in
addition, the Brloance Diagnostic inventorv of Eariv
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Academie assessment of the students is necessary, hut

class Is hot formally tested In social sWlIs. instead the

with one another to assess the students'soelal progress. If
either teacher feels that a student is hot making adequate

social advances, they explpre the possibilities for having that
student interact more with the other students. One of the

are told to participate together in an activity on the
playground.

to play with the other students, or the aides will initiate a

gamp that will include manystudents. Frequently, the aides
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For now the informal ways of assessing social progress

are sufficient. 1^

future, if inclusive schooling becomes an

integral part of every school, a more formal evaluation of

social progress.
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As yyith any pilot program, the inclusion kindergarten

that need to be Improved or changed. Classroom management
and routines were maintained throughout the year The areas

of curriculum and instruction, and facilitating Interaction
were partTeularly strong. Part of the strength comes from the
advantages which are inherent in having two teachers and two
aides working fulI time in one classroom, "'"he teachers also

which greatly enhanced the program; It would have been much
more difficult to achieve success If this support were hot

given. However,there were soihe areas of the program that

the program. To better understand both the strengths and
weaknesses of the program a systematic evaluation of its
components is necessary.
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was

were able to cdmmunlcate their n

the weakest

area of the prbgram was the pfocedure used to enroll students
In the program, it was origlhally planned to 11^

the pilot

kindergarten teacher to only twenty-five students leaving
room for as many as ten special education students for the

pilot program. Cypress Was having to Send klndergartners to
Other schools because of over enrolImeht. It was not possible

was;. !

not filled to capacity, which Is 33students for a kindergarten

the pilot kindergarten clasS varied from a starting ratio of

education students, to a high of thirty-one regular education

students and four adults In one classroom was hard to manage
'.at times..'
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Classroom space was not sufficient for so many students
and adults to feel comfortable. This was an especially poor
situation since the average kindergarten classroom on campus
had thirty-three students. The problem of enrollment stems

from having separate rolls for the regular education students
and the special educations students.

Besides the initial enrollment, another problem occurred
because some of the special education students chosen to be in

the class entered at various times during the year. While it is

expected that some special education students will take longer
than others to socially adjust to working and playing with
more than thirty other students^ the ones that came in later

seemed to have the most trouble adapting to the classroom

routine. They were previously in other kindergarten programs,
and this caused them to be confused about the new classroom

rules and routines. It would benefit the students if they were

all targeted to come to school the first day of the school year.
Despite these problems,the students seemed to adjust well to
the high number in the class, and parent support was
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maintained.

The parents of the special education students selected to

be In the pilot kindergarten were enthusiastic about the

program. More often than not, these parents were very willing
to reinforce at home the teachers' plan to modify their child's
social behaviors. They were pleased with their child's

progress, and they frequently commented on how much their
child enjoyed being In the class. Communication between the
parents of the special education students and teachers

occurred more often than with the parents of the regular
education students. The special education program director
Communicated often with both the parents and the teachers

about the progress of the students placed In the class.
One solution to the problems encountered with

enrollment may be to Include the special education students on
the regular kindergarten teacher's attendance roll Instead of

having separate rolls. The special education program director
Is working on this problem at this time.
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Curriculum and instruction

Current theory suggests that special education students

and regular education students will benefit positively when
educated together In an environment rich In academic
challenges. To promote these positive challenges, the program
Incorporated the Idea of the special education teacher and the

regular education teacher team teaching In one classroom. The
pilot kindergarten program was consistent with these
recommendations. The special education teacher and the

regular education teacher collaborated with each other on
curriculum and classroom procedures. From a special
education point of view one of the more unique aspects of the

program, besides the mode of instruction, was the curriculum.
Unlike many other special education programs, the
chosen curriculum for the pilot kindergarten class Is standard

for most kindergarten classes. Academic achievement was a
priority for all students. The special education students
participated In all academic activities, but the curriculum was

geared to their level of achievement. For example, the
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students may have had an assignment to copy a dictated story.
Many of the special education students and some of the regular
education students were not able to write letters or to

transfer the writing from the dictated page onto their papers.
These children received assistance from a teacher or an aide

to complete the assignment. Many times a regular education
student would seat herself next to a special education student

and guide the student while he or she finished an assignment.
Some of the special education students were able to keep up

with the instructional pace, and they retained a large amount
of information.

Team teaching was a successful method of utilizing the
strengths of the special education teacher and the regular
education teacher in the pilot program. Neither teacher felt

stressed about handling the teaching load and dealing with
behavioral problems. Having another teacher in the room who

shares the same philosophy of pedagogy was essential.
Considering the high number of special education students in

the pilot program, the team teaching component was the
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Curriculum and jnstr^^

team effort from the

beginning of the pilot program. The teachers managed to

and mutual respect. Both teachers have come to realize by
), the

:teaching.;

Daily Schedme And Routinefi
on

inclusion, the daily schedule and routines of the pilot progfam

structure, and organization for a successful kindergarten
inclusion program.

Communication was essential when there were so many

adults working toward the same goal. In general, the
epmmunication between the teachers and aides in the pilot

program

adequate^ formal mpetings with the aides were

held to review goals and duties. Informal communicatioh,such
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as reiTilnclers to prepare for activities, was needed to ensure

smooth transitions during the day. Without both types of
communication, continuity in the program would have broken
down.

Time and activities in the pilot program were structured,
but the teachers remained flexible to changes as was

necessary. The students had plenty of choices, and they were
aware of the rules concerning conduct and use of materials.

Organization of materials and the classroom environment

helped to keep delays in routine to a minimum and gave the
students a feeling of belonging. The adults and students in
the classroom knew where to

and the materials

were kept in designated areas. Student work was displayed
around the classroom.

Establishing routine is one way the teachers of the pilot

program avoided unnecessary problems. In the literature very

little is said about specific schedules and routines. But they
do say that there should be flexibility. Simple things such as

putting the markers back in the basket or untangling the
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headphones helped to keep the program running smoothly.

The pilot program had a strong balance between structure and
flexibility. Each teacher had the freedom to make decisions

about her own schedules and routines. This program used
schedules and organization to add a certain element of
structure to the program, but each teacher remained flexible.

The schedule was regarded as a guideline rather than a rule.

Facilitating interaction
Direct Instruction In appropriate social Interactions and

reinforcement of proper behaviors are recommended by the
experts as being a structured element In the classroom. The

pilot program deviated from this recommendation by not
scheduling a specific time of the day when social behaviors
were taught. Instead, the teachers of the pilot program took
the opportunities to teach appropriate behaviors as these

opportunities occurred naturally throughout the day.
Classroom activities were planned to facilitate social

Interactions while giving the students several choices and

opportunities to practice the social skills they were learning.
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As students participated in the dally activities, each student
had an opportunity to model correct behaviors and also an

opportunity to learn from the other students. The teachers

Intervened at appropriate times to positively reinforce correct
social behavior and, when necessary, to give Instruction In
correct behavior. Growth In social skills was demonstrated

through cooperative play, appropriate behavior and the use of
acceptable language In the classroom,

If having a specifically scheduled time for teaching
social behaviors Is deemed necessary, as Illustrated In the

literature, the pilot program could have Incorporated some
structured activities for this purpose. For example,role

playing, which was not Included In the pilot program. Is one

way recommended to give direct Instruction In social skills to
the whole group. The pilot program may need to add this

activity at a scheduled time during each week. Specific
socially desirable behaviors or deviant behaviors could be
discussed by the whole group. Then the necessary
reinforcement of these behaviors could be dealt with on an
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individual basis, in any case, the opportunities to teach

routine.
Conabopatlve ConsultatlQn

classroom as recommended In the literature. However, these

support personnel d1d not operate in a way completely
cohslstent with the philosophy of the program. They were a

The speech therapist was willing to teach a whole group

small groups of students on a pull-'out basis twice a week.

them out of the classroom.
once a

week with students Identified as needing her services . Again,

her exercises. Incluslonary programs focus on maintaining
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group support rather than Isolating individual students for

treatment. Perhaps whole group instruction in physical
education is possible during a scheduled time of the week. All

students could be participating in fine or gross motor
activities while the physical education teacher concentrates
on identified students.

The practice of performing needed services in the

classroom or with the whole group may be the most difficult
to initiate. Even so, regular consultation with specialists did
occur in the pilot program. The teachers were aware of the

services being administered to their students and they took
the initiative to inquire about student progress.
Assessment

In accordance with district guidelines for assessment of
kindergarten students, the kindergarten teacher in the pilot

program evaluated the regular education students periodically
during the school year. The special education teacher

maintained an individual education program for each of the
special education students. There were no specific
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recommendations for evaluating student progress in an

inclusion kindergarten program to be found in the literature.
Therefore the teachers of the pilot program had to rely on
district guidelines for assessment.

Social progress in the pilot program was evaluated
through teacher observation. A formal evaluation may be

needed to provide concrete data of a student's social progress.

This information is needed to further justify the existence of
the inclusion kindergarten program.

Overall, the quality of teaching,curriculum, and social
interactions in the inclusion kindergarten pilot program was
high. The teachers displayed enthusiasm and belief in their
goal to educate the students in this program. Improvements in
assessment procedures and enrollment of students selected

for the program will strengthen the case for establishing new
programs in other classrooms.
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Conclusion

The success of the pilot program presented in this
project shows that Inclusive programs can work. The goals of
the program were to promote social contact with and

appropriate behaviors in the regular and special education
students. Academically the regular education students were

expected to make normal progress and it was hoped that the

special education students would achieve higher success than
originally outlined in their I.E.P. goals.

The handicapped students in the program have
demonstrated success in both academic and social skills. Much

Of their success is attributed to having nonhandicapped peers
mode1 correct behavior and work habits. They have deve1oped

friendships with many students in the class. The regular
education students also improved their social skills and their

ability to work cooperatively. Interacting with the special
education students provided increased opportunities for the
regular education students to develop leadership skills. In

addition^ working with these students helped the regular
educatiOh students develop a healthy attitude toward and a
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better understanding of students vvltb^^h^^

Due to It^
i, the

Because:the pilot program 1^ pinhovattv

replicate it. Teachers and administrators from other schools

opportunity to observe the pi1ot classroom> were favorably

were

conducted. They were also impressed by the teamwork

displayed, the collaboratlon between teachers, the support of
administrators and the level of parental support. Although

this type of program could be impleniented at al1 leveis, K-12,

Implementing a program such as this 1n the early grades may
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or ridiculed. Introducing an Inctuslve program In later grades

may be more difficult,especially

education

students. Tberefore,starting an Inclusion program In the early
move

toward total Inclusion.

rand

administrators' w111Ingness to take risks, inclusm requires
a commitment from al1 individuals involved, administrators)
teachers, parents and students, to place students In the least
restrictive environment and to allow students, with or without

disabilities, the opportunity to attend their neighborhood
school. If programs such as these can be Implemented, perhaps

students. Continuing quantitative research may be the next
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APPENDIX

DRAFT: JULY 1, 1990
SCHOOL-BASED WAIVER REQUESTS
TO INCLUDE SPECIAL CLASSES

1.

HOW WILfe TiE WAIVER B

BOTH REGULAR AND

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN THIS SCHOOL? HOW

DID YOU OETERWIHE THAT THIS WAIVER WAS NECESSARY?

. ^

education students will benefit

socially and academically from the increased teacher and
student interaction in the program. The waiver was

deemed necessary as a means to accomplish a program
where full inclusion could be established.

2.

HOW HAVE SELPA DISTRICT SPECIAL EDUCATION STAFF
AND ADMINISTRATORS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THIS WAIVER REQUESi"TO ASSURE

COORDINATION, AS WELL AS COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER

STATE ANpiFEDE^^

i:

fhe program was reviewed PyDr^ Agln's oTflce. It^
written with the assistance from the learning
handicapped coordinator and the prograrp specialist In

special educaiion. The program was submitted to the
Director of Special Education for compliance with
federal and state law.

3.

SINCE THERE ARE NO CLASS SIZE REQUIREMENTS FOR

SPECIAL CLASSES, HOW WILL CLASS SIZES BE MONITORED
TO ASSURE THAT IDENTIFIED SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS WIL^

TO RECEIVE THE SERVICES

OUTLINED IN THEIR lEP'S.

School distrlcL^^^
limits will be followed. By
haying two teachers as well as two classified people in
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the classroom sufficient personnel are on hand greatly
decreasing the student/teacher ratio.

4.

HOWH^NY STUDENTS DO YOU ANTICIPATE WILL BE
INVOLVED IN SPECIFIC CLASSES(REGULAR,SPECIAL
EDUGATION AND OTHER PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOL)?
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE NATURE OF THE DISABILITIES OF

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS.

; Approximately 36^40 students^^w

kindergarten class at Cypress. The disabilities of the of
the students Involved vary. All students qualify and
meet thd criteria under the SH designation.
5.

OESCRIBE
USED TO DETERMINE THE NEED OF
NON-iDENTIFlED STUDENTS TO RECEIVE THE SERVICES OF
A SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER. INCLUDING CRITERIA USED,
TESTING AND PLANNINa^^
FORM)WILL BE USED,PLEASE ATTACH. IF A FORM IS NOT

USED, HOW WILL THESE DECISIONS MADE THROUGHOUT THE
PROCESS BE DOCUMENTED?

There was no criteria for Initial placement Into this

class on the side of the regular education students.
Throughput the process,students deemed "atrisk" will
be sent through the student study team process. The
expertise of the special education teacher will be relied
upon to service the needs of the non-identified students.
6.

HOW WILL PARENTS OF NON-IDENTIFIED STUDENTS
PARTICIPATE OR BE INFORMED OF DECISIONS MADE
THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 5? WILL
PARENT CONSENT BE REQUIRED OR REQUESTED?

An Information sheet wlIILe deveioped descrlb1ng the
program and requesting their approval for their child to
be enrolled in

environment. If

students are deemed "at risk" normal parent notification
pfocedures wI11 be 1mplemented.
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7.

HOW WILL REGULAR AND SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES
(AND ANY OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED TO THESE
STUDENTS)BE COORDINATED ON AN ON GOING BASIS?

The regular and special education services will be
coordinated through the team teaching and Interaction of

the two teachers Involved In the program, Mr. Chris
LeRoy has acted as the facllltater during the first year
of the unique program.
8.

DESCRIBE THE DUTIES OF THE SPECIAL DAY CLASS

TEACHER(S)UNDER THIS WAIVER. HOW HAVE THE SDC
TEACHERS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING PROCESS FOR
THIS WAIVER?
The duties of the SDC teacher under this waiver are

similar to that of the regular education teacher. Lesson
planning Is coordinated together as well as strategies
for teaching. The special education students have lEP
goals. These goals are met through testing, student
work, and observation In the classroom. The SDC teacher

saw a need for an Inclusion program and has been
Involved In Its planning from the beginning.
9.

DOES THE SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER(S) AGREE TO THE

CHANGES IN THE DELIVERY OF SERVICES PROPOSED IN
THIS WAIVER?

The SDC teacher not only agrees to the changes In the
delivery of services proposed In the waiver, but
wholeheartedly sees Its Importance and success.
10.

HOW WILL THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CHANGES

RESULTING FROM THIS WAIVER BE EVALUATED
(PARTICULARLY EFFECTS ON STUDENT OUTCOMES)?

The effectiveness of the changes will be evaluated from
using the kindergarten developmental assessment test.
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The social skills gained will be evaluated through
observation and documentation.
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